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Category: Business / Financial Management 
 
Title:  ABC’s of Personal Finance....With Julie Stav                                                      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/1/05, 5:30pm 
Description:     Although there is little the American public can agree on, one subject seems to 
confuse nearly everyone -- personal finance. Few understand the workings of the stock and bond 
markets. And the alphabet soup of IRAs, 401(k)s, 529 accounts and others is especially 
perplexing to those without background in financial matters. Julie Stav, a former teacher who 
became a registered stockbroker, has taught basic investing to thousands via her seminars, best-
selling books and public television specials. THE ABCs OF PERSONAL FINANCE WITH 
JULIE STAV demystifies the language of personal finance and investing by familiarizing 
viewers on the essential terminology and concepts of money management, and in the process, 
attempts to put them on the road to financial independence. 
 
Title:  Moneywise with Kelvin Boston 318 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/3/05, 6:30am 
Description: Kelvin Boston discuss ways to prepare for and manage your taxes as well as pros 
and cons of alternatives to preparing them yourself. 
 
Title:  Moneywise with Kelvin Boston 113 – Starting A Business                                      
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/4/05, 6:30am 
Description: Business tips for new entrepreneurs, with Ken Yancey, Service Corps of Retired 
Executives. 
 
Title:  Small Business School 801 – Sell Beauty                                              
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/4/05, 6pm 
Description: Art enlivens our spirit. But, as a business, done well, it has many price points and 
is no longer just for the elite. Learn how one artist built a sweet business by selling beauty at 
varying price points. 
 
Title:  Moneywise with Kelvin Boston 301    
Length: 40 minutes 
Airdate: 1/5/05, 6:30am 
Description: This series is designed to help viewers earning $25,000 to $100,000 understand 
basic financial planning concepts, increase their net worth, and use their financial resources more 
effectively. Each telecast examines one financial topic that is important to this audience. The 
series features profiles of real people from diverse economic and cultural backgrounds. Viewers 



also receive practical information and "jargon-free" financial advice from experts and best-
selling authors.  Topics for this season include obtaining financial dreams through planning; 
career tips for people of color; moneywise travel tips; how to improve and maintain credit 
scores; mutual fund basics; economic trends for minorities; helping kids become moneywise; 
how to start an investment club; and how to safeguard your money. 
 
Title:  World Business 449 – Enough to Go Round                                      
 Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/6/05, 1pm 
Description: It is a trend that's touching every manufacturer, every consumer and on some 
level, every business in the world. China, and to a lesser extent other Asian nations like India, are 
growing rapidly and as a result consuming huge amounts of resources like steel, oil and coal. So 
what does this mean for the rest of the world? 
 
Title:  World Business 449 Enough to Go Round                                       
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/8/05, 8:30am 
Description: It is a trend that's touching every manufacturer, every consumer and on some 
level, every business in the world. China, and to a lesser extent other Asian nations like India, are 
growing rapidly and as a result consuming huge amounts of resources like steel, oil and coal. So 
what does this mean for the rest of the world? 
 
Title:  Small Business School 806 Cheaper, Faster and Better                              
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/8/05, 6pm 
Description:    Learn how technology transformed a small industry into a huge industry segment 
by delivering the impossible: a product that is truly cheaper, faster and better. 
 
Title:  Moneywise with Kelvin Boston 403 Small Investors/Big Payoffs                              
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/8/05, 7:30pm 
Description: Investing is not only for the rich and well-to-do who have millions of dollars to 
spend.  Small investors with average incomes are finding that investing in stocks, bonds, mutual 
funds and the like is a good way to create wealth.  Learn how to make your money work for you. 
 
Title:  Moneywise with Kelvin Boston 403 – Small Investors/Big Payoffs  
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/10/05, 6:30am 
Description: Investing is not only for the rich and well-to-do who have millions of dollars to 
spend.  Small investors with average incomes are finding that investing in stocks, bonds, mutual 
funds and the like is a good way to create wealth.  Learn how to make your money work for you. 
 
Category: Education 
 
Title:  Way We See It: Youth Speak Out On Education           
Length: One Hour 



Airdate: 1/7/05, 9pm 
Description: What makes a teacher worth paying attention to? What makes a school worth 
going to? The Way We See It: Youth Speak Out on Education lets the toughest critics answer 
those questions: high school students themselves. 
 
Title:  Black/White & Brown: Brown v. The Board of Education 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/15/05, 8pm 
Description: On May 17, 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its ruling in the case of Brown 
vs. the Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas. This momentous Supreme Court decision focused 
national attention on the practice of maintaining racially segregated public schools. The 
documentary presents the stories of the individuals, events and circumstances that converged as 
the wheels of the legal system were set in motion. BLACK/WHITE & BROWN is narrated by 
Bill Kurtis and features readings by Walter Cronkite, Jim Lehrer and Bill Moyers. 
       
Title:  Desegregation: A Dream Delayed                      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/15/05, 9pm 
Description: DESEGREGATION: A DREAM DELAYED investigates the failure of school 
desegregation in East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana, the venue of the oldest federal 
desegregation lawsuit in United States history. The program explores how and why this failure 
occurred and leads viewers through to the case's recent conclusion. During 45 years of litigation, 
there was minimal progress in creating a school system that provided quality education to 
students regardless of their race. Contrary to its intentions, the U.S. Justice Department and the 
federal judiciary accomplished just the opposite. They had re- segregated a school system that 
fell far short of the goals and ideals rooted in the U.S. Supreme Court's 1954 Brown decision and 
other subsequent high court rulings. DESEGREGATION: A DREAM DELAYED attempts to 
explain the complex and multi-layered reasons behind the long-delayed melding of races and 
cultures in public schools. This provocative documentary offers a better understanding of the 
process by which communities unify to provide quality education and social structure for its 
youth. 
 
Title:  With All Deliberate Speed: The Legacy of Brown V. Board of Education 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate:  2/24/05, 9pm 
Description:  May 17, 2005 marked the 50th anniversary of the Supreme Court's monumental 
decision in the cases collectively known as Brown v. Board of Education. The cases struck down 
the notion of "separate but equal" education and ended legalized segregation in America's public 
schools. Referred to as the "case of the century" by many scholars – ‘Brown’ helped launch the 
civil rights movement that challenged America's race relations and social structure over the 
ensuing decades. The legal precedent set in this groundbreaking case still serves as a model for 
human rights activism throughout the world. But a half- century later, scholars and community 
leaders continue to struggle to ensure that equal educational opportunities are offered to all 
citizens. WITH ALL DELIBERATE SPEED: THE LEGACY OF BROWN V. BOARD 
addresses the most pressing questions about race and ethnicity in America - then and now. A 
core group of prestigious scholars offer insight and perspectives on the themes addressed in 



WITH ALL DELIBERATE SPEED. Representing the nation's leading universities, civil rights 
organizations and educational institutions, these experts provide critical exploration of the 
history and current legacy of the Brown case. 
 
Title:  @Howard 311 – Townhall Meeting 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/23/05, 6pm 
Description: WHUT/WHUR Educational Town Hall Meeting               
 
Title:  Primary Focus TV 106 – School of Hard Knocks                                 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 3/29/05, 6:30pm 
Description: Bullying is an ever-growing problem in our schools, and it manifests itself 
through physical abuse, harsh words, and even through the internet. Children who are victims tell 
of its pain, and bullies reveal why they provoke those who are weaker than they are. 
 
Category: Global Issues 
 
Title:  Great Decisions 1606 – Latin America: The Price of Neglect                      
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/2/05, 12:30pm 
Description: Bernard Aronson, Managing Partner, ACON Investments; Joy Olson, Executive 
Director, Washington Office on Latin America. 
                                               
Title:  World Business 444 – Traveling In Libya                          
Length:  30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/2/05, 1pm 
Description: As World Business looks back on some of the highlights of 2005, Libya has to be 
one of the more interesting. The one time pariah is slowly but surely making its way back into 
international favor. Now the country hopes it is poised for a tourism bonanza and wants to grow 
visitor numbers five-fold, to attract 1 million tourists each year. 
 
Title:  World Business 450 – Into Algeria                                           
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/4/05, 8:30am 
Description: Around five years ago, Algeria began to emerge from a vicious, decade-long civil 
war. Since then the government has been playing catch-up, selling off state assets and urging 
foreign investors to come in - especially in the energy sector. But is this North African nation 
really ready to welcome foreign businesses back into what some see as still a very dangerous 
place? 
 
Title:  My Americas 107 – Havana, Cuba                            
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 11:30am 
Description: Roberto arrives in Cuba's capital for the celebration of Saint Lazarus, a centuries 
old event that draws enormous crowds of pilgrims to a tiny sanctuary in the nearby town of El 



Rincon. After sampling a mojito, Roberto explores the historic architecture of Havana and learns 
about the restoration taking place. Traveling to El Rincon, Roberto joins throngs of pilgrims who 
come to venerate Saint Lazarus. Back in Havana, Roberto discovers how the African slaves 
connected Catholic saints to African deities - Saint Lazarus, for example, with Babalu Aye - as a 
way of keeping their culture alive through centuries of slavery. He explores African spirituality, 
sometimes known as santeria, by meeting with a high priest (or babalao), a performing group 
specializing in African songs and dances, and world- renowned Afro-Cuban singer, Lazaro Ros. 
On his last day, Roberto takes part in a procession through the streets of Guanabacoa, famous for 
its santeria culture, and dances to African drumming, symbolic of the triumph of a people over 
oppression. 
 
Title:  Great Decisions 1607 -- Middle East Reform, Is Democracy The Answer?            
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 12:30pm 
Description: Ken Pollack, Saban Center for Middle East Policy, Brookings Institution; Hisham 
Melham, Washington Bureau Chief, As-Safir. 
                                                  
Title:  World Business 105 – Low Carb Environment                                  
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 1pm 
Description: Most people have heard about the Kyoto Protocol, the global emissions treaty that 
was on shaky ground until Russia added its support. But Kyoto won't be the first multi-national 
climate change agreement to take effect. That honor goes to a European initiative which started 
in January this year and hopes to help the environment and businesses alike. 
 
Title:  Mixed Feelings: San Diego/Tijuana        
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 7:30pm 
Description: This program is a documentary about the San Diego/Tijuana region and its 
inevitable transnational future. Conversations with scholars, planners and architects from both 
cities open a window into an unprecedented dialogue now occurring on the U.S./Mexican border. 
The film reaches into issues including architecture, urbanism and rapid globalization. It also 
offers a rare and insightful meditation on the future impact that Latino civilization will have on 
U.S. cities. 
 
Title:  Independent Lens 505 – A Wedding In Ramallah                                  
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 1/15/05, 8pm 
Description: This program puts a human face on the Middle East conflict by chronicling the 
story of Bassam, a Palestinian American telephone repairman from Cleveland who returns home 
for an arranged marriage with a "home-made bride. "On the West Bank, everyday domestic 
duties and squabbles are carried out against a backdrop of shelling and violence. Once in 
America, however, his bride discovers that life in exile is not necessarily an easier alternative. 
 
Title:  Nubia and the Mysteries of Kush                  
Length:   30 minutes 



Airdate: 1/20/05, 9:30pm 
Description: Hidden away in the Butana region of Northern Sudan lie the ruins of a once great 
civilization that was the rival of Ancient Egypt, Ancient Nubia. It's golden age, the Kingdom of 
Kush existed from 800 BC to 350 AD and was lost to the world until a 1960's salvage campaign 
was launched to uncover and document its temples, pyramids, language and artifacts. It has taken 
40 years for the puzzle called KUSH to be pieced together. Funded by a grant from the National 
Science Foundation, Juneteenth Productions traveled to Egypt and the Sudan to document the 
findings of scientists from around the globe who are racing against time to further uncover the 
mysteries of the Kingdom of Kush. Filmed against the backdrop of the African desert and 
featuring an original soundtrack by renowned Nubian artist Hamza El Din, Nubia and the 
Mysteries of Kush explore this forgotten civilization. 
 
Title:  My Americas 109 – Otavalo, Ecuador                             
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/23/05, 11:30am 
Description:    Leticia heads for Quito, the Ecuadorian capital situated amidst the snow- capped 
volcanoes of the Andes. She takes a turn through the old colonial center and up to El Panecillo, a 
long extinct volcano where a towering statue of the Virgin of Quito stands guard over the city. 
After a visit to a unique museum located on the exact location of the equator, Leticia travels to 
Otavalo and its handicrafts market, where she discovers an array of hand woven wool rugs and 
visits one of Ecuador's finest weavers. During the solar equinox, Otavalo hosts the vivacious 
"Fiesta del Yamor," in preparation for the planting of the new corn. Leticia participates in the 
many events designed around Yamor, meets the town's indigenous mayor, gets dressed in 
traditional garb, and visits a school where an indigenous children's choir is taught traditional 
songs and instruments. She learns about a native people's pride in their culture and handiwork 
and takes part in the final night procession. 
 
Title:  Independent Lens 603 – Afghanistan Unveiled                                     
Length:  One Hour 
Airdate: 1/29/05, 8pm 
Description: Filmed by the first-ever team of women video journalists trained in Afghanistan, 
this uncompromising film reveals the effects on Afghan women of the Taliban's repressive rule 
and of the U.S.-sponsored bombing campaign. Leaving Kabul for the first time and traveling to 
rural regions of the country, the filmmakers present footage of women whose lives have been 
devastated by recent events. 
 
Title:  Independent Lens 306 – The Split Horn: Life of a Hmong Shaman In America     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/29/05, 9pm 
Description: This film by Taggart Siegel follows the 17-year journey of Paja Thao, a Hmong 
("mung") shaman, and his family transplanted from the mountains of Laos during the Vietnam 
War to America's heartland. As his children turn to cartoons, computer games and Christianity, 
Paja struggles to keep his family connected to their 5,000-year-old shamanic traditions. 
 
Title:  Africa, A Special Presentation of "Nature" 102 – Desert Odyssey                                           
Length: One Hour 



Airdate: 2/10/05, 8pm 
Description: Adam Ilius, a nine-year-old boy, joins his father on a journey of hundreds of miles 
through the brutal Sahara desert. It will take him away from his village in Niger for many 
months. The trip is fraught with peril: scorpions, snakes, heat stroke and dehydration. A fall or a 
kick from an angry camel could prove fatal. They lead their caravan through this land of dangers 
to trade in salt, a commodity once worth its weight in gold. 
 
Title:  Euromaxx 106 – It's Carnival Time In Europe                       
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/12/05, 11:30am 
Description: This week's host: Karin Helmstaedt. Culture: The beginning of Carnival - This 
week saw carnival season getinto full swing in many parts of Europe - and the most romantic 
version of events is without a doubt played out in Venice. There people don masks and costumes 
to recapture a bit of the city's colourful past. Until Mardi Gras on February 8th visitors and 
Venetians alike can visit numerous balls and live it up incognito before the solemn days of Lent. 
Euromaxx was there for the opening festivities. 
 
Title:  Great Decisions 1711 – Democratic Development in the Arab World               
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 3/20/05, 12:30pm 
Description: Guests: Hutham Olayan, President, Olayan American Corporation; Dr. Isobel 
Coleman, Senior Fellow, US Foreign Policy, Council on Foreign Relations; Dr. Shibley Telhami, 
Anwar Sedat Chair for Peace and Development, Department of Government and Politics, 
University of Maryland; Ambassador Edward S. Walker Jr., President and CEO, The Middle 
East Institute. How will the war in Iraq and the creation of a transitional governmenttransform 
the Middle East? How will a democratic Iraq relate to its neighbors and regional partners? Does 
the Iraq experiment create the potential for other Middle Eastern governments to adopt 
democracy? 
  
Title:  World Business 503 – Hot Property In China                               
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate:  3/20/05, 1pm 
Description: Right now China could be said to have an exploding property market. The 
country's booming growth has international investors considering all their options. Among them 
is taking the plunge into property in hotspots like Shanghai. However with any boom, comes a 
risk of bust and now the debate is whether the Chinese real estate bubble could be about to burst. 
 
Category: Government/Politics 
 
Title:  Tucker Carlson: Unfiltered 101                  
Length:  30 minutes                                                                 
Airdate: 1/2/05, 10am 
Description: "Unfiltered" - In his weekly essay, Carlson introduces the series and addresses the 
issue of conservatives on public television. "First Up" an exclusive interview with former 
Clinton special prosecutor Ken Starr, on the Clinton memoir. The man who investigated the 
Clinton scandals weighs in on the former president's version of his turbulent years in the White 



House. "Plus2" - Joining Carlson in the roundtable will be Deroy Murdock, syndicated columnist 
for Scripps-Howard, and Katrina Vanden Heuvel, editor of The Nation, in a no-holds-barred 
discussion of terrorism in Iraq and the U.S., the Clinton memoir and other top stories of the 
week. "Back Page" - Carlson in an engaging conversation with Justin Frank, author of "Bushon 
the Couch." Is the president a rigid thinker, with a simplistic worldview, as Frank, a 
psychoanalyst, contends in his controversial new book? 
 
Title:  Great Decisions 1705 – Iraq's Future                                            
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/6/05, 12:30pm 
Description:    Guests: Richard Murphy, former Assistant Secretary of State for Near East and 
South Asian Affairs and former Ambassador to Saudia Arabia & Syria Phebe Marr, Iraq 
specialist, Author, "The Modern History of Iraq". The U.S.- led invasion of Iraq has been one of 
the most divisive and controversial events in the history of the United States, and put to test the 
"doctrine of pre-emption" espoused by the current administration. As the U.S. and its allies seek 
to foster democracy and curb a fierce insurgency alongside a rise in terrorist activity, what does 
the future hold for Iraq? 
 
 
Category: Health 
 
Title:  Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 201 – Cancer Patients & Anemia 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate:  1/6/05, 8:30am 
Description:   Anemia (an abnormally low number of red blood cells) is a common condition in 
cancer patients that may occur either as a direct result of the cancer or as a side effect of the 
cancer treatment. Chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and blood loss during surgery are all 
common causes of anemia in cancer patients. But, as you'll see in this program, anemia can be 
successfully treated, and patients can go on to beat their cancers and live healthy lives. 
 
Title:  Keeping Kids Healthy 201 – Learning Through Music with Bob McGrath            
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/8/05, 9am 
Description: Sesame Street's "Bob" McGrath joins Dr. Winnie King, along with a music 
researcher and a wonderful group of kids, to try to answer the big question: can music really 
affect your child's brain, intelligence, and emotional well-being? You'll visit a school that 
focuses on music and winds up with great academic success, and you'll see demonstrations of 
ways that music can help your own kids. We'll also visit with a therapist who uses music to help 
young people with medical problems, and we'll follow her through her hospital rounds to learn 
how her music creates magic for the kids who need it most. 
 
Title:  Primary Focus TV 103 – Jamie's Journey                                        
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/11/05, 6:30pm 



Description: Twenty-two year old Jamie Kloote of Grand Rapids, Michigan has had cystic 
fibrosis since she was an infant, and now is need of a double lung transplant. In this episode, we 
experience her emotional ups and downs and her gripping race against the clock, as she waits for 
a new set of lungs. 
 
Title:  Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 202 – Kidney Disease 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/13/05, 8:30am 
Description: When kidney disease occurs it can have detrimental effects on the body. It can 
lead to complete kidney failure requiring the need for dialysis treatments or a kidney transplant 
to stay alive. Knowing the symptoms of kidney disease can help doctors detect it early enough to 
get treatment; those with diabetes and high blood pressure should be tested yearly. Find out the 
other risks and warning signs in this program. 
 
Title:  Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 203 – Spinal Degenerative Disc Disease                        
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/20/03, 8:30am 
Description: As we age, our discs lose their flexibility and the ligaments that surround the disc 
become brittle. By age 60, this disease is an expected finding on a MRI scan. However 
Degenerative Disc Disease also affects many young adults. MRI scans have documented that 
approximately 30% of 30 year olds have signs of disc degeneration even though they have no 
back pain symptoms. But people don't have to live with back pain, there are options that can help 
control the pain and, in some cases, completely eliminate it. 
 
Title:  Yoga for the Rest of Us   
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/23/05, 3pm 
Description: In the town of Peterborough, New Hampshire, yoga instructor Peggy Cappy has 
90-year-old men and women finding they have flexibility they never dreamed possible. The 
secret to her success and theirs is yoga -- the kind that people can actually follow. Peggy has 
perfecting a yoga program that is easy, effective, and enjoyable. With Peggy's unique approach, 
viewers require no prior experience to reap the physical and mental benefits of yoga. 
 
Title:  Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 205 – Post Heart Attacks/Heart Failure            
Length:  30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/27/05, 8:30am 
Description: Many people fear that after a heart attack, life will never be the same; they'll 
suffer heart failure and have to live the rest of their lives in fear – nothing could be further from 
the truth. New treatments and medical therapies are helping heart failure patients live healthy, 
normal lives. Despite the ominous sounding name, Heart Failure doesn't have to be a death 
sentence. 
 
Title:  Keeping Kids Healthy 205 -- Home for the Holidays /  

Hearing Loss: How to Detect        
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/29/05, 9am 



Description: Home for the Holidays - Freshman year at college; students living away from 
home; parents with an empty bedroom. But what happens when the student comes back for the 
holidays with a tattoo or a nose ring? Host Dr. Winnie King, along with a family and a 
counselor, examine the feelings, adjustments, and accommodations everyone has to make to 
survive the turmoil. Hearing Loss: How to Detect It, What to Do about It - It's a parent's 
nightmare: "My baby can't hear!" Find out what can be done to prevent, detect, and treat hearing 
loss in your child, and learn about the options that parents have to help their hearing-impaired 
children live full, productive lives. 
 
Title:  Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 206 – Colon Cancer 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/10/05, 8:30am 
Description:  Colon cancer is an abnormal (or malignant) growth arising from a specific cell 
type (polyps) in the lining of the large intestine. It is graded according to how it looks under a 
microscope and how far it has spread. The grading helps determine the patients' chance for cure 
or for survival if cure is not possible. In this program, we'll details the treatment advances that 
are helping oncologists cure many more people with colon cancer, we'll see how new cancer 
therapies work and why they are easier on the patient, and their families. 
 
Title:  Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 208 – Smoking Cessation                                        
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/17/05, 8:30am 
Description: In this country alone, about 48 million people smoke cigarettes, but most smokers  
are either actively trying to quit or want to quit. According to the 2005 Surgeon General's 
Report, smoking harms nearly every organ of the body, causing many diseases and reducing the 
health of smokers in general. In this program, we try to motivate the millions of addicted 
smokers to quit and facilitate access to cessation programs that have evidence of effectiveness. 
 
Title:  Christina Cooks 720 – Breath of Life                                  
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/19/05, 12pm 
Description: Lungs can take such a beating from pollution and smoke, and eating food that 
weakens the blood, makes it even more difficult for the lungs to get oxygen to the rest of the 
body. Christina cooks healthy meals that feed the lungs. 
 
Title:  Keeping Kids Healthy 209 – Clinical Depression In Children / Clown Therapy 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 3/12/05, 9am 
Description: Clinical Depression In Children - If your teenager seems depressed or irritable, 
you may wonder, if it is just a phase he's going through? Or if your teen is moody and rebellious, 
you may think that's what makes her a teenager, right? Well, not always. For more than three 
million teens in this country, they are signs of clinical depression -a mental illness that can lead 
some teens to purposely injure themselves or even worse, take their own lives. Depression is an 
illness that requires treatment with medication or therapy. But how can parents tell the 
difference? Join host Dr. Winnie King as we journey through this very difficult and prevalent 
problem. You'll hear from two experts about how to recognize the warning signs of teen 



depression. And you'll also hear from two courageous young women who share the stories of 
their battles with depression. Clown Therapy - When a child is seriously sick, the whole family is 
sick - and modern medicine now views laughter as a powerful part of the child and the family's 
treatment. Hear how some doctors are clowning around using laughter and play to help seriously 
ill children and their families get better; meet the clowns who reach out to these children, and the 
patients whose lives are touched by this unique form of therapy. 
 
Category: History / Historical Events 
                                              
Title:  History Detectives 108 – Ventriloquist Dummy  

/ Home of Lincoln Assassination           
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/4/05, 9pm 
Description:  Ventriloquist Dummy - An African American woman in Brooklyn, New York, 
has her father's black ventriloquist dummy, "Sam." Her father, John Cooper, was the first famous 
African-American ventriloquist. In a time of minstrel stereotypes, did "Sam" help transform how 
Americans viewed race in the early 20th century? How was this dummy created, and was it 
meant to be a protest against racial prejudice? Home of Lincoln Assassination Plot – A resident 
of Greenwich Village, New York, has a question about the home in which she's been living for 
the last few years. She's heard a rumor that John Wilkes Booth, the infamous assassin of 
Abraham Lincoln, spent some time in her house. Not only that, she's heard that her home is 
where the plot for the assassination was hatched. Is this really where Lincoln's murder was 
planned? 34 Star Flag - Twenty years ago, the Staten Island Historical Society received a 
beautiful 34-star flag and a fascinating mystery. Patched together with bits of fabric much like a 
quilt, the flag flew at a boarding house on Staten Island. According to local legend, an angry mob 
approached the owner of the boarding house. The mob claimed that one of his boarders had hung 
a Confederate flag outside the window. It was just before the outbreak of the Civil War, and with 
tensions running high the mob was threatening to burn down the boarding house. As several 
other buildings were already in flames, the owner knew to take them seriously. He ran back to 
tear down the flag, but that did not satisfy the crowd. To save his building from being burnt to 
the ground, he replaced the rebel flag with the 34- star U.S. flag. The Staten Island Historical 
Society wants to know, is there any truth to this story? 
 
Title:  In Search of Shakespeare 101 – A Time of Revolution                                   
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/7/05, 8pm 
Description: Using new evidence from spies' reports, local archives and even a coded prison 
diary, Michael Wood uncovers the dark side of Shakespeare's world, tracing William's early 
days, his schooling, his father's shady business deals and the dark secret that ruined the family. 
Finally, Wood untangles the riddle of William's shotgun marriage, which left him a teenage 
father with decidedly slim career prospects. 
 
Title:  Rachel and Andrew Jackson: A Love Story              
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/8/05, 9:30pm 



Description: America has embraced the legend of Andrew Jackson, who inspired the term, 
"self-made man," but very little is known about his wife, Rachel.  For the first time, using letters, 
documents and historians' expertise, the story of their love and loss is told from Rachel's less 
heard and often misunderstood point of view.  Excerpts from letters and quotes are read by 
Senator Fred Thompson as Andrew and country music legend Loretta Lynn as Rachel.  Kathy 
Mattea narrates.  
 
Title:  Things We've Made 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/21/05, 9pm 
Description:    In this documentary, producer Rick Sebak and his crew consider some of the 
history of manufacturing in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, celebrating products past and present. Find 
out about rye whiskey, Wolverine toys, Westinghouse air brakes, All-Clad pots and pans, and 
Jensen Steam Engines. Then watch while SONY puts together some of the biggest and best TVs 
in the world. THINGS WE'VE MADE is a captivating history lesson, a fun and fascinating look 
at people and things that have helped make Western Pennsylvania a very productive place. 
 
Title:  Flight to Freedom 101 – Part 1 0f 2     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate:  2/16/05, 8pm 
Description:  "Flight to Freedom" tells the complete story of the Underground Railroad. Host 
Cicely Tyson narrates this profile of the people, places and events behind one of the most 
remarkable yet largely untold chapters of American history. The documentary chronicles the rise 
of the slave system and follows the many freedom trails northward -- from Memphis up the 
Mississippi, from Kentucky across the Ohio River to Ripley and Oberlin, from Maryland to 
Philadelphia, through upstate New York and into Canada. It concentrates on the men and women 
of all races who served on or who were saved by the Underground Railroad. And while the civil 
war put an end to the need for the railroad, "Flight to Freedom" reveals situations where slavery 
stopped in name only. The program also tells the modern day story of the growing efforts to 
preserve what little legacy remains of the Underground Railroad -- how communities are trying 
to save one time station houses and how people are retracing the trail their great grandparents 
took to Canada. 
 
Title:  Flight to Freedom 102 – Part 2     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate:  2/16/05, 9pm 
Description:    "Flight to Freedom" tells the complete story of the Underground Railroad. Host 
Cicely Tyson narrates this profile of the people, places and events behind one of the most 
remarkable yet largely untold chapters of American history. The documentary chronicles the rise 
of the slave system and follows the many freedom trails northward -- from Memphis up the 
Mississippi, from Kentucky across the Ohio River to Ripley and Oberlin, from Maryland to 
Philadelphia, through upstate New York and into Canada. It concentrates on the men and women 
of all races who served on or who were saved by the Underground Railroad. And while the civil 
war put an end to the need for the railroad, "Flight to Freedom" reveals situations where slavery 
stopped in name only. The program also tells the modern day story of the growing efforts to 
preserve what little legacy remains of the Underground Railroad -- how communities are trying 



to save one time station houses and how people are retracing the trail their great grandparents 
took to Canada. 
 
Title:  For Gold and Glory                              
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/23/05, 9pm 
Description: This one-hour documentary retraces a little-known chapter in American sports 
history: the heritage of the Gold and Glory Sweepstakes, an auto racing circuit for African-
American drivers and mechanics, set against a backdrop of racial unrest in America during the 
1920s and ' 30s.  The program not only tells of the racial barriers these intrepid sportsmen had to 
overcome, but also examines the efforts of many whites and blacks to come together, despite the 
social pressures of the day, to create the largest single sporting event ever held for African 
Americans. 
 
Title:  Great Museums 305 – The Henry Ford: Made In America (Dearborn, Mi)      
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/16/05, 11am 
Description: With the success of the Model T and the assembly line, Henry Ford was in the 
business of making history and mobilizing the 20th century. By the time he opened his museum 
in 1929, Ford had amassed tens of thousands of seemingly everyday objects celebrating the 
genius of ordinary people. Rows of cast iron stoves; a parade of planes, trains, automobiles, 
tractors and cotton pickers; plus George Washington's cot, Thomas Edison's Menlo Park 
"invention factory," and an entire Americana "village" - all of which represent made-in-America 
innovation, imagination and ingenuity 
 
Title:  Ernest J. Gaines: Louisiana Stories  
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/1/05, 8pm 
Description:   Author and Louisiana native Ernest J. Gaines gave an immortal voice to the 
people of his early life through his tales of the old South. ERNEST J. GAINES: LOUISIANA 
STORIES is a memory-filled journey from the land of dirt roads, magnolias and majestic oak 
trees to San Francisco and back again. Gaines' reminisces about growing up on a plantation and 
reflects on a successful career which has spanned more than 40 years. The program also contains 
comments from other writers and scholars, as well as passages from his acclaimed works, 
including The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman (1971), A Gathering of Old Men (1983) and 
In My Father's House (1978). 
 
Title:  American Experience 1511 – Seabiscuit                                    
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/22/05, 8pm 
Description: He was boxy, with stumpy legs that wouldn't completely straighten, a short 
straggly tail and an ungainly gait, but though he didn't look the part, Seabiscuit was one of the 
most remarkable thoroughbred racehorses in history. In the 1930s, when Americans longed to 
escape the grim realities of Depression-era life, four men turned Seabiscuit into a national hero. 
They were his fabulously wealthy owner Charles Howard, his famously silent and stubborn 
trainer Tom Smith, and the two hard-bitten, gifted jockeys who rode him to glory. By following 



the paths that brought these four together and in telling the story of Seabiscuit's unlikely career, 
this film illuminates the precarious economic conditions that defined America in the 1930s and 
explores the fascinating behind-the-scenes world of thoroughbred racing. 
 
Title:  American Experience 1605 – Remember The Alamo                                       
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/29/05, 8pm 
Description: In the early 1830s Texas was about to explode. Although under Mexican rule, the 
region was home to more than 20,000 U.S. settlers agitated by what they saw as restrictive 
Mexican policies. Mexican officials, concerned with illegal trading and immigration, were 
prepared to fight hard to keep the province under their control. With war on the horizon, the 
Tejanos had to pick a side. Many chose to fight with their Anglo neighbors against an army sent 
by Mexico City. The conflict pitted brother against brother and devastated the community. The 
Tejano gamble for a more prosperous future in an independent Texas proved tragic. Following 
the revolution, the Tejanos were overwhelmed by a surge of Anglo immigration leaving them 
foreigners in a land they had fought to defend. 
 
Category: Mental Health 
  
Title:  Primary Focus TV 105 – Cops Don't Cry                                           
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/4/05, 6:30pm 
Description: A look at the cause for high suicide and divorce rates among police officers, 
especially in Toronto, Canada. Men and women from one of Toronto's largest police units, reveal 
the pressures on the job, and tell of the forces that help them combat stress on the streets, while 
they handle life at home. 
 
Title:  Closer to Truth: Science, Meaning and the Future 309 –  

Does Psychiatry Have A Split Personality?         
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/5/05, 9:30am 
Description: Drugs and talking cures: both may be good medicine.  A psychiatrist and two 
psychologists debate the extent to which psychoanalysis, or "talk therapy," has been supplanted 
by pharmaceutical solutions in treating most psychiatric problems, including depression and 
anxiety.  All - Professor of Psychiatry Nancy Andreasen of the University of Iowa College of 
Medicine; editor-in-chief, American Journal of Psychiatry and author, The Broken Brain, Brave 
New Brain and National Medal of Science recipient; Robert Epstein, editor-in-chief, Psychology 
Today magazine and university research professor, Alliant International University; and Dean 
Peter Loewenberg of Southern California Psychoanalytic Institute and a professor of history, 
University of California at Los Angeles - express concern about ignoring the benefits of talk 
therapy, especially at a time when depression is on the rise and has a 10 percent suicide rate.  
The outlook is hopeful that new brain imaging techniques will lead to a greater understanding of 
mental illnesses, yielding more comprehensive, sophisticated and effective therapies. 
 
Category: Minorities/Civil Rights/Race Relations 
 



Title:  Taste of Dirt     
Length: 12 minutes 
Airdate: 1/1/05, 9:46pm 
Description: The short film THE TASTE OF DIRT explores issues of race and class as 
experienced by African-American girls through double Dutch and other playground activities. 
It's 1970 and Lisa, the seven-year-old gifted child of an Afrocentric mother, is having a hard time 
fitting in at an all-white school. Following an altercation, Lisa's mother decides to transfer her to 
the neighborhood school which is predominantly black. Although Lisa physically looks like her 
classmates, she has trouble fitting in because her speech patterns and mannerisms reflect those of 
privileged "white girls, "and her inability to jump double Dutch. Joanna is another student 
ostracized at the school because of her physical appearance. The two become friends but the 
powerful lessons Lisa learned on the playground of her first school force her to make a difficult 
choice about this friendship as she tries to fit in at the neighborhood school. 
 
Title:   @Howard 111 – Rev. Cain Hope Felder                                    
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 8pm 
Description: A Conversation with Reverend Cain Hope Felder 
 
Title:  Hapa: One Step at a Time                                                                    
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/15/05, 9:30pm 
Description: Race remains a powerful symbol in the United States; it still is a shorthand 
notation for most Americans.  HAPA: ONE STEP AT A TIME speaks to how individuals of 
Asian and Pacific Islander descent are embracing their ethnic experiences as a symbol of change 
in an ever- evolving multicultural society. HAPA is a thought- provoking half-hour exploration 
of what it means to be a mixed-race American today. The program is a first-person treatment of 
the struggles people of diverse cultural backgrounds and perspectives face. 
 
Title:  American Experience 1605 – Citizen King                                             
Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 1/17/05, 3pm 
Description: This film explores the last five years in Martin Luther King Jr.'s life by drawing 
on the personal recollections and eyewitness accounts of friends, movement associates, 
journalists, law enforcement officers and historians, to illuminate this little-known chapter in the 
story of America's most important and influential moral leader. 
 
Title:  @Howard 303 – Moorland Spingarn/CEO Series/Dr. Roselyn Epps       
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/18/05, 8pm 
Description: Focus on the Moorland Spingarn collection of African American literary works 
and conversations with Dr. Roselyn Epps 
 
Title:  Unlikely Friendship    
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/22/05, 8pm 



Description:   AN UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIP chronicles a surprising friendship that emerged 
between an embittered Ku Klux Klan leader and an outspoken black activist. Told in their own 
words, this rich and compelling story is as sincere as the protagonists themselves. In the early 
1970s, Ann Atwater, a poor welfare mother, and C.P. Ellis, the Exalted Grand Cyclops of the 
Durham (North Carolina) Ku Klux Klan, were on opposing sides of the debate over public 
school integration. Initially, their relationship was fraught with distrust and hatred. Yet in 
working together and understanding one another, they formed a deep and loving friendship that 
continues to this day. 
 
Title:   Unforgivable Blackness: The Rise and Fall of Jack 101 – Part 1         
Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 1/30/05, 3pm 
Description: Episode one follows Jack Johnson's remarkable journey from his humble 
beginnings in Galveston, Texas, as the son of former slaves, to his entry into the brutal world of 
professional boxing, where, in turn-of-the-century Jim Crow America, the heavyweight 
champion was an exclusively "white" title. Johnson lived his life out loud, wearing fancy clothes, 
driving fast cars and openly flaunting the conventions of the time by dating and then marrying 
white women. Despite the odds, Johnson was able to batter his way up through the professional 
ranks, and in 1908 he became the first African American to earn the title Heavyweight Champion 
of the World. Johnson's victory set in motion a worldwide search for a "white hope" to restore 
the title to whites. On July 4, 1910, in Reno , Nevada, ex-champion Jim Jeffries, the new "Great 
White Hope," came out of retirement to challenge Johnson. Johnson easily won the contest, 
billed as the Battle of the Century, despite a hostile crowd and a steady stream of racial epithets 
hurled from Jeffries' corner. Johnson's victory provoked race riots all around the country, but his 
troubles were only just beginning. 
 
Title:  Unforgivable Blackness: The Rise and Fall of Jack Johnson 102 – Part 2                   
Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 2/2/05, 8pm 
Description: By the end of 1910, Jack Johnson was on top of the world, the undisputed 
Heavyweight Champion of the World, the most famous - and notorious - African American on 
earth. But forces were gathering in America to stop him. When no one could be found to beat the 
champion in the ring, the U.S. government set out to destroy him in the courts, using his 
sometimes - troubled relationships with white women as the excuse to prosecute him. Unfairly 
charged with violating the Mann Act, a progressive-era piece of legislation designed to stop 
commercialized vice - not relationships between consenting adults - Jack Johnson was convicted 
and sentenced to jail. Skipping bail, Johnson fled to Europe, where he remained a fugitive for 
many years. In 1915 in Havana, Cuba, he defended his title in a still-controversial fight against 
Jess Willard, a fight that went on for 26 rounds in 105-degree heat. Determined to live his life 
regardless of the confines imposed by his color, Jack Johnson emerged as a central figure in 
America's ongoing struggle to deal with the question of race. 
 
Title:   Trumpet at the Walls of Jericho                  
Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 2/4/05, 8pm 



Description: Imagine the story of a man who fought prejudice, slavery, civil war and numerous 
circumstances beyond his control as a freed slave in the 1800'S. He reached the end of the path 
as a free man on equal footing with his white contemporaries. Samuel Harrison, a man far in 
advance of his time, a visionary who speaks to each of us about equality and the American dream 
one-hundred-and-five years after his death. This film is narrated by Ossie Davis, Keith David, 
Mario Van Peebles and Wynton Marsalis. 
 
Title:  Independent Lens 514 – Nat Turner: A Troublesome Property                      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate:  2/5/05, 8pm 
Description: A "troublesome property" for his master, Nat Turner has remained a "troublesome 
property" for the historians, novelists, dramatists and others who have struggled to understand 
the leader of the famous 1831 slave rebellion. Using an innovative approach that combines 
documentary techniques, dramatic filmmaking and historical methodology, this program 
explores how the many meanings of Nat Turner remain critical to understanding the racial 
history of our country. 
 
Title:  Rise and Fall of Jim Crow 101 – Promises Betrayed (1865-1896)   
Length: One Hour 
Airdate:  2/5/05, 9pm 
Description: THE RISE AND FALL OF JIM CROW's first episode, "Promises Betrayed," 
begins with the end of the Civil War and the beginning of Reconstruction, periods that held so 
much promise for free black men and women.  But gradually, the North withdrew its support for 
black aspirations for land, civil and political rights, and legal due process.  By 1876, 
Reconstruction was over and whites succeeded in passing laws that segregated and disfranchised 
African Americans, laws that were reinforced with violence and terror tactics.  This episode 
recounts black response by documenting the work of such leaders as activist/separatist Benjamin 
"Pap" Singleton, anti-lynching crusader Ida B. Wells, as well as the emergence of Booker T. 
Washington as a national figure. 
 
Title:  Speaking Freely 432 – Black Activist      
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/5/05, 10:30am 
Description: Black History Month special: This edition of "Speaking Freely" features 
interviews with Harry Belafonte, Ossie Davis, David Halberstam and others about the civil rights 
movement and its impact on America. 
 
Title:  Independent Lens 612 – February One: The Story of the Greensboro Four        
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/12/05, 8pm 
Description: On February 1, 1960, four college students staged a sit-in at a Woolworth's lunch 
counter in Greensboro, North Carolina, a pivotal event in the civil rights movement. In this 
intimate portrait, find out what led these four friends to protest -- and the impact it has had on 
their lives. 
 
Title:  Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey               



Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 2/14/05, 8pm   
Description: AN AMERICAN ODYSSEY is about the world- renowned African-American 
scholar, United Nations diplomat and Nobel Peace Prize winner. The story of Dr. Ralph Johnson 
Bunche's remarkable and sometimes controversial life and achievements is told against the 
dramatic backdrop of 20th-century history and the national and international events he helped to 
shape. The feature-length film is based on the biography of Ralph Bunche written by Sir Brian  
Urquhart and narrated by Sidney Poitier. 
 
Title:  What Color Is The News? – The Coverage of Race in a America     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate:  2/17/05, 9pm 
Description: WHAT COLOR IS THE NEWS?: THE COVERAGE OF RACE IN AMERICA 
delves into the debate surrounding how and why news events are reported. This one-hour special 
was produced in cooperation with the Fred Friendly Seminars, and brings together journalists 
from all over the country to discuss a series of hypothetical situations involving race that could 
arise in the day-to-day media operations of media. Harvard Law School professor Charles 
Ogletree moderates the event, held at the historic Old State Capitol in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
Ogletree proposes hypothetical situations to guest panelists who discuss the dynamics of how 
race is reported - and underreported - in the American press. 
 
Title:  Independent Lens  515 – A Place of Our Own                                 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/19/05, 8pm 
Description:   Stanley Nelson is a third-generation upper middle- class African American who 
spent the past 40 summers in Oak Bluffs, an affluent African American resort community on 
Martha's Vineyard. Building on personal stories of summers past, A PLACE OF OUR OWN 
explores the world of black doctors, lawyers and journalists who created social clubs, 
professional organizations and a safe refuge for African Americans. 
                                                 
Title:  Rise and Fall of Jim Crow 103 – Don't Shout Too Soon (1918-1940)                         
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/19/05, 9pm 
Description: Episode III, "Don't Shout Too Soon," chronicles the years between World Wars I 
and II, a time of increased mob violence, lynchings and massacres. Terrorism kept white 
supremacy in place.  But three men, each part of the fledgling NAACP, confronted the terrors of 
racism. W. E.B.  DuBois called for veterans of World War I to "return home fighting." Walter 
White went among the lynchers to discover the truth behind the rapes and insurrections allegedly 
committed by blacks, and Charles Hamilton Houston designed and successfully applied a legal 
strategy that challenged Jim Crow and laid the groundwork for the famous Brown vs. Board of 
Education decision, which desegregated public schools in 1954.  The Roosevelt administration 
opened new doors for African Americans, and labor organizer A. Philip Randolph successfully 
organized railroad porters. 
 
Title:  Conversations with.... 602 – Henry Louis Gates 
Length: One Hour 



Airdate: 2/21/05, 9pm 
Description:   CONVERSATIONS WITH . . . is an interview series that introduces viewers to 
the writers of best-selling books. In this episode, Henry Louis Gates, chair of Harvard's African-
American Studies department, discusses his new book, America Behind the Color Line: 
Dialogues with African Americans, with Karen Grigsby Bates, a Los Angeles-based 
correspondent for NPR's Day to Day.  A compilation of 30 thought- provoking essays on the 
Black experience in this country, they act as a companion piece to the four-part PBS 
documentary airing in February 2005. For the project, Gates traveled across American to 
interview such notables as Colin Powell, Maya Angelou, Vernon Jordan, and Morgan Freeman 
as well as everyday folk just trying to make it day-to-day. 
 
Title:  Slavery and the Making of America 101 – The Downward Spiral / 

Liberty in the Air     
Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 2/22/05, 8pm 
Description: The Downward Spiral - covers the period from 1619 through 1739 and spotlights 
the origins of slavery in America, focusing on Dutch New Amsterdam (later New York City). 
This installment shows how slavery in its early days was a loosely defined labor source similar to 
indentured servitude: Africans and others of mixed race and/or mixed culture had some legal 
rights, could take their masters to court and could even earn wages as they undertook the 
backbreaking labor involved in building a new nation - clearing land, constructing roads, 
unloading ships. But further south, the story of John Punch served as an omen of things to come. 
Captured after attempting to escape his tobacco plantation, he received a sentence far harsher 
than the two white men who ran with him. Indeed, in the Carolinas, where the enslaved were 
teaching struggling white planters how to grow the wildly lucrative crop "oryza" (rice), the labor 
system was already progressing towards the absolute control, dehumanizing oppression and 
sheer racism today most commonly associated with slavery. The first hour culminates with the 
bloody Stono rebellion in South Carolina, which led to the passage of "black codes," regulating 
virtually every aspect of slaves' lives. Liberty in the Air - Spanning the 1740s through the 1830s, 
the second hour explores the continued expansion of slavery in the colonies, the evolution of a 
distinct African-American culture and the roots of the emancipation movement. The episode 
reveals the many ways the enslaved resisted their oppression, their role on both sides of the 
Revolutionary War, and the strength and inspiration many of them found in the Declaration of 
Independence and Constitution, despite the inherent contradictions that lay in what the 
documents expressed and what the country practiced. Further emphasizing these inherent 
contradictions is the profile of the relationship between Thomas Jefferson - the man who wrote 
so eloquently about liberty - and his life-long servant Jupiter, one of 90 slaves on the Jefferson 
family plantation. Also featured is the story of Titus. Enslaved in central New Jersey, he fled his 
cruel master at the onset of the American Revolution and later returned to the area as "Colonel 
Tye," the leader of a band of black and white guerillas fighting for the British. In fact, far more 
black people fought for the British than for the colonists, believing they would be freed if the 
British proved victorious in the Revolution. The second hour introduces Mum Bett, whose 
successful lawsuit against her owner helped pave the way for the 1783 abolition of slavery in 
Massachusetts, and David Walker, whose landmark missive An Appeal to the Colored Citizens 
of the World marked the first expression of black-nationalism and terrified slave owners by 
urging black people to empower themselves. 



 
Title:  Speaking Freely 105 – Harry Belafonte 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/27/05, 10:30am 
Description: Award-winning singer and actor Harry Belafonte tells Ken Paulsen how his career 
and private life have always been about the issues and ideas that were important to him.  The star 
of recordings, Broadway and film recounts his public and private efforts to bring human rights to 
all, where ever they may live. 
 
Title:  Long Walk to Freedom                                   
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/28/05, 9:30pm 
Description:    The Long Walk To Freedom is a documentary about how 12 ordinary people from 
different racial and economic backgrounds came to accomplish extraordinary deeds, which 
changed the face of the nation. Together with tens of thousands of other Americans they joined 
the Civil Rights Movement to protest racial inequality, segregation, and discrimination in the 
1960s. The film demonstrates that the struggle of civil rights, justice, and equality is indeed a 
"long walk" - an ongoing challenge requiring the participation of successive generations. And it 
shows how ordinary people can get involved in social change. The film is principally illustrated 
with photographs of Matt Herron, an award-winning photojournalist, who covered the struggle 
for civil rights in the 1960s for Life, Time, Newsweek, and National Geographic magazines. 
 
Title:  Rocks with Wings: A Film About Winning, Losing And… 
Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 3/2/05, 8pm 
Description: Fresh out of college, Jerry Richardson accepts the challenge to mold a group of 
shy young women in the small Navajo community of Shiprock, New Mexico, into fighters on the 
basketball court.  As the girls struggle to overcome prejudice and self-doubt, Coach Richardson 
draws a parallel with his own experience growing up African American in the forced-integration 
of the South, forging a bond that allows coach and team to rise above the odds and emerge as 
champions.  Over 10 years in the making, ROCKS WITH WINGS is a story of winning and 
losing, of struggling with race, heritage and societal expectations - for the players, their coach 
and the entire Navajo community. 
 
Title:  American Experience 1508 – Partners of the Heart      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/8/05, 8pm 
Description:  The improbable alliance of black medical genius Vivien Thomas and white 
surgeon Alfred Blalock began in Depression-era Nashville. Their work together at Vanderbilt 
University and later at Johns Hopkins led to one of the century's signal medical breakthroughs: 
the pioneering of daring heart operations that saved thousands of children afflicted with a 
congenital heart defect called "blue baby syndrome." Blalock and Thomas went on to train two 
generations of America's most prominent cardiac surgeons.  Morgan Freeman narrates this 
compelling and heroic tale of two men whose social and cultural differences could not stand in 
the way of their quest to alleviate human suffering. 
 



 
Category: Music & Performance 
 
Title:  Soundstage 1010 – The Last DJ                                      
Length:  One Hour 
Airdate: 1/12/05, 9pm 
Description: This unique concert film will feature Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers doing 
something rarely, if ever, attempted by a rock band. Within a week of the release of their 
critically acclaimed album, The Last DJ, the band performed the album in its entirety in Los 
Angeles. Augmented by an orchestra conducted by John Brion, (acclaimed for his orchestral 
work and musical contributions for director Paul Thomas Anderson in movies such as Boogie 
Nights and Magnolia,) the concert reveals something much more intriguing than your normal 
armchair television rock concert. Shot in HD, this concert shows a rock band at the top of its 
game taking risks and the road less traveled and setting the tone for a SOUNDSTAGE series, 
which fully intends to bend the rules. 
 
Title:  Rainin' In My Heart....Back to the Blues               
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/19/05, 9pm 
Description: This program brings to the screen more Louisiana blues and more blues artists 
from the Full Moon Blues Festival at Heminbough. Updating a 1985 film, this new program 
profiles many of the artists who performed in the original, and introduces a new generation of 
Baton Rouge blues musicians. The film visits with older blues artists, such as Buddy Guy and 
Slim "Baby, Scratch My Back" Harpo, who started it all, then meets their sons and grandsons 
who are carrying on the blues tradition. 
 
Title:  Donald McKayle: Heartbeats of a Dancemaker          
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/3/05, 9pm 
Description: This one-hour documentary profiles gifted American choreographer and 
performer Donald McKayle, whose distinguished career began at age 18 in 1948. He has created 
more than 50 works for the most celebrated companies in the United States, Canada, Europe and 
South America. McKayle's dances are infused with passion, optimism and a deep reverence for 
the heroism of human beings in the face of suffering and loss. "Touched by an Angel" star Della 
Reese narrates 
 
Title:  Brothermen  
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/6/05, 9pm 
Description: This one hour performance-based documentary features five African American 
men who, through their art, transmit the historic, political and cultural realities of the African 
American experience. These men are legendary songwriters Kenneth Gamble and Leon Huff, 
photographer Chester Higgins Jr., choreographer and dancer David Rousseve and the late Pops 
Staple, performer, civil rights activist and patriarch of The Staple Singers. Interweaving 
performances, music, dance, photography, archival footage and interviews, this program 
celebrates the lives and enduring achievements of these African American artists. 



 
Title:  Euromaxx 107 – Cellos with An Attitude      
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/19/05, 11:30am 
Description: This week's host: Robin Merrill Leisure – The venue is St. Moritz in Switzerland 
and every year up to 30,000 spectators attend this extraordinary event. Music - Cellos with and 
Edge - The Finnish band Apocalyptica have taken the meaning of the phrase "crossover" band to 
the extreme. The four main members of the group are classically trained cellists but all of them 
love heavy metal music and have literally crossed over from one musical extreme to the other. 
They've been called "heavy cello mayhem", but the description I like the most is "Rock 'n Resin" 
Their new album has just gone straight into the German top ten.  
 
Title:  Newport Jazz Festival 2005                   
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/14/05, 9pm 
Description:   THE NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL 1954-2005 FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY 
assembles the best of jazz greats, contemporary R&B stylists and future stars, performing on 
three seaside stages in Newport's historic Fort Adams State Park on scenic Narragansett Bay in 
Rhode Island. This year's featured performers include the Dave Brubeck Quartet, Dianne Reeves, 
Jamie Cullum, Harry Connick, Jr. & His Big Band, the Branford Marsalis Quartet, the Lincoln 
Center Jazz Orchestra with James Carter, Coltrane Remembered featuring Michael Brecker, Ravi 
Coltrane, McCoy Tyner, Christian McBride, Roy Haynes, and an ensemble of Herbie Hancock, 
Wayne Shorter, Dave Holland and the Brian Blade Quartet. This commemorative one-hour 
special also uses archival footage to create a moving tribute to the legends who have performed 
at the Newport Jazz Festival over the past half century. 
 
Title:  Soundstage 1101 – Fleetwood Mac                            
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/16/05, 9pm 
Description: Fleetwood Mac's SOUNDSTAGE performance is a promise delivered. Members 
Mick Fleetwood, John McVie, Lindsey Buckingham and Stevie Nicks unite for an evening that 
revisits the passion that propelled them to the top of the charts in a night of rocking classics and 
in- depth exposure of their latest collaboration "Say You Will." Buckingham and Nicks, who 
commanded the band's musical direction at the height of its popularity, revel in the introspective 
lyricism that swept Rumours into the stratosphere of all-time best-selling albums with sales 
exceeding 25 million since its 1976 release. Songs off that album include "Go Your Own Way," 
"Dreams," "Second Hand News" and "Don't Stop." The wrenching lyrics, harmonious delivery 
and purposeful melodies maintained by the rhythms of Fleetwood and McVie have endured 
several stylistic incarnations over the decades. Other performances include the dramatic 
"Rhiannon," the early hit "Say You Love Me" and new releases "Peacekeeper" and "Goodbye 
Baby." 
 
Title:  Poetic License         
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/19/05, 9pm 



Description: Performance poetry, or "spoken word," is a force among American teens. With 
roots as diverse as West African Griot tradition, Native American oral storytelling and Beat 
Bebop, it gives teens a chance to sort out complex issues like racism and sexuality, to view their 
lives as a source of inspiration and to incorporate their rhythms and language into an art form. 
POETIC LICENSE enters the lives of several bright young poets who mesmerize audiences and 
express poignantly and candidly what it's like growing up in today's America. 
 
Category: News & Public Affairs 
 
Title:  Charlie Rose 10865 – Former Celtics Coach Red Auerbach / 

Red Sox Principal     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/3/05, 12pm 
Description: Segment 1: Red Auerbach is one of the greatest coaches in the history of 
professional basketball.  He led the Boston Celtics to 9 NBA titles as head coach.  He?s joined 
by sportswriter and author John Feinstein to talk about his life and the game of basketball. 
Segment 2: Bill Sahlman is a professor of business administration at Harvard Business School.  
He talks to Charlie about his experiences teaching a class about entrepreneurship. Segment 3: 
John W. Henry is the principal owner of the Boston Red Sox.  He talks to Charlie about his 
team’s historic World Series Championship and the prospects for the team’s future. 
 
Title:  Wide Angle 305 – Sahara Marathon                                
Length: One Hour 
Airdate:  1/3/05, 9pm 
Description: This film is the story of a unique marathon that is staged annually - in one of the 
world's most punishing deserts - in the hope of drawing attention to the plight of the Sahrawian 
people. Torn by years of bitter guerilla warfare fought against Morocco's annexation of Western 
Sahara in 1976, the Sahrawis are still waiting for the referendum on sovereignty promised in a 
UN-brokered cease-fire over a decade ago. The story focuses on two competitors - Abdullah, a 
self- trained Sahrawian runner determined to win the race for his people, and Jorge Aubeso, a top 
Spanish athlete sympathetic to the cause - who race through brutal heat and infamous sirocco 
sandstorms with winds up to 60 mph. The filmmakers - ironically, one of only two media crews 
covering the event - have full access to this unusual race and to the all-but-forgotten story of a 
quarter-million people who sense that the global spotlight is no longer theirs and fear that thei 
problem may never be resolved without a return to armed conflict. This poignant story is 
representative of the aspirations of small, forgotten minorities throughout the world. 
 
Title:  Charlie Rose 11005 – An Appreciation of Susan Sontag, Jim Wooten of ABC      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/7/05, 11pm 
Description: ABC News Senior Correspondent Jim Wooten talks about his young friend, Nkosi 
Johnson, a South African who lived with AIDS until his death at age 12. His book is "We Are 
All The Same". There is also an appreciation of Susan Sontag who died at the age of 71 last 
week in New York. She was one of America's leading public intellectuals. We remember her as 
we take a look at her appearances on "Charlie Rose" over the years. Charlie Rose talks to Dr. 



Ahmed Kamal Aboulmagd of Cairo University. He is one of Egypt's best-known intellectuals. 
He is also vice president of Egypt's National Council for Human Rights. 
 
Title:  Tucker Carlson: Unfiltered 128    
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 10am 
Description: First Up - President Bush has an ambitious plan to remake Social Security 
through the creation of personal retirement accounts. Can the nation afford his plan? Treasury 
Secretary Paul O'Neill was forced out of the administration for opposing the tax cuts. Carlson 
conducts a rare interview with the dangerously plain-spoken O'Neill on the fiscal and economic 
implications of the Bush proposal. Plus 2 - Carlson is joined by David Frum of National Review 
and the American Enterprise Institute and Katrina vanden Heuvel of The Nation in a discussion 
of the Social Security issue, the nomination of Alberto Gonzalez for U.S. Attorney General and 
other developments. Back Page - Why did so many animals survive the South Asia tsunami? 
Numerous reports have suggested that sharper senses alerted animals - from elephants to snakes - 
to the impending disaster. But is that really the case? Do animals have a "sixth sense?" Carlson 
asks Dr. Michael Fay, a conservationist with the National Geographic Society and the Wildlife 
Conservation Society. A lifelong naturalist, Dr. Fay is best known for walking 2,000 miles across 
Africa in 1997. 
 
Title:  Wide Angle 306 – Young, Muslim and French                            
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/10/05, 9pm 
Description: France's recent decision to ban the wearing of traditional Muslim headscarves in 
public schools - a law widely perceived in the Muslim community as an undemocratic expression 
of "Islamophobia" - has increased tensions between the French Republic and its largest minority 
population, numbering about five million people. Wide Angle explores this conflict in the town 
of Dammarie-les-Lys, a racially diverse, working-class community on the outskirts of Paris, 
where young Muslim women face a choice to obey the ban - or flout it. Also featured is the local 
high school principal who, as a member of the commission charged with reviewing the use of 
religious symbols in public life, voted for the ban against headscarves. In nearby Evry, we see 
the rector of the grand mosque leading Friday prayers and conducting the conversion of a young 
French man to Islam. Europe's Muslim population has doubled in the last decade, with the largest 
numbers settling in France. Their presence is challenging traditional French notions of 
nationhood and citizenship, and their increasingly vocal demands for integration and recognition 
- on their own terms - is creating a crisis in the republic. The Suburbs of Islam reveals the hopes, 
frustrations, and political aspirations of second-and third-generation French-born Muslims - and 
explores their potential to alter the landscape of France's national identity. 
 
Title:  Charlie Rose 11007 – Sen. Barack Obama (D-Il)                       
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/11/05, 11pm 
Description: An hour with Barack Obama, one of the rising stars of the Democratic party. 
Obama won his Senate race in Illinois in November '05. Charlie sat down with him later that 
same month for an in-depth conversation. In this rebroadcast, Barack Obama talks to Charlie 
about the future of the party and the experiences that have led him to the Senate. 



 
Title:  Eye On Washington 1816    
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/14/05, 6:30pm 
Description: 1. Intelligence reform: Bill passes after seeming dead in the water. 2. Donald 
Rumsfeld on the defensive: Do fighting forces have the equipment they need? 3. The battle over 
Christmas: Has political correctness taken over the holiday? 4. The Supreme Court hears 
arguments over inter-state wine sales. 
 
Title:  Wide Angle 307 – Hell of a Nation                                     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/24/05, 9pm 
Description:   As Afghanistan struggled to adopt a new constitution, Wide Angle filmed behind 
the scenes at the December 2003 loya jirga. The documentary profiles two aspiring Afghan 
delegates who face political opposition and physical intimidation as they literally risk their lives 
to participate in the future of their country. Both labor to deliver their political messages in 
communities with no mass media and very little infrastructure. Hell of a Nation also examines 
the frantic preparations of the international and Afghan logistics team as it scrambles to register 
potential delegates, distribute copies of the newly drafted constitution, and hold elections for 
delegates. The film provides a rare opportunity to observe the difficulties of defining the role of 
religion in a new democracy and to witness the practical implementation of nation building in a 
war-torn country. The broadcast is scheduled to coincide with the national presidential and 
legislative elections planned for September. 
 
Title:  Without Fear Or Favor: The Best In Broadcast Journalism   
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/28/05, 8pm 
Description: Hosted by George Stephanopoulos of ABC News and featuring winners of the 
2005 Alfred duPont-Columbia University Awards, this exploration of the best in broadcast 
journalism returns in the documentary format created last year. At a time when America's 
journalists are on the defensive, the work of these broadcast journalists sets the standard. New 
Yorker writer and Columbia Journalism School dean Nicholas Lemann collaborates with 
producer David Grubin on an overview of the media. 
 
Title:   Meeting Osama Bin Laden      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/29/05, 9pm 
Description: This program is a biography of religious extremist and terrorist Osama Bin Laden 
as told by those who have actually met and talked to him. 
 
Title:  Charlie Rose 11026 – Grammy Nominee Kanye West / 

Grammy Awards Preview       
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/7/05, 11pm 



Description: Rapper/Producer Kanye West leads all Grammy nominees with 10 nominations 
He'll talk to Charlie Rose about his life and work as an artist and producer. We'll also preview 
the Grammy awards with Jon Pareles of The New York Times, Mimi Valdes, editor-in-chief of 
Vibe, and Sia Michel, editor in chief of Spin. 
 
Title:  Charlie Rose 11037 – Judith Miller/Kurt Masur/Bruno Ganz                      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/22/05, 11pm 
Description: Judith Miller & Matthew Cooper discuss the latest court ruling in the CIA leak 
case. Conduct Kurt Masur discusses his most recent position with the Orchestre National de 
France in Paris. Actor Bruno Ganz discusses his portrayal of Adolph Hitler in the Oscar-
nominated film, Downfall. 
 
Title:  Wide Angle 309 – Red Lines and Deadlines                
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/7/05, 9pm 
Description: Twenty-five years after the Islamic Revolution, Iran is struggling for political 
reform. WIDE ANGLE films behind the scenes with the young reporters at one of Iran's new 
pro-reform newspapers as they grapple to report the news without incurring the "blade of 
censorship" that is an ever-present threat in Iran today. Shargh is one of the leading reformist 
papers and has built a loyal readership among Iran's intellectuals, opinion-makers, politicians, 
and the young. This update features footage of Shargh reporters covering Iran's recent, 
controversial presidential elections. 
 
Title:  Wide Angle 301 – Suicide Bombers                               
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/14/05, 9pm 
Description: In a series of unique, powerful, and revealing interviews from inside Israeli 
prisons, this film examines the minds of Palestinian suicide bombers. Three failed suicide 
bombers, one recruiter, and one bomb builder captured by Israeli security forces speak openly of 
their training, motivation, operational methodology, and profound belief in the idea of entering 
paradise by becoming a shahid, a martyr killed in the cause of Islam. They talk of their hatred of 
Jews and Israel, their determination to die and personal motivations that have influenced them - 
including a failed love, a sense of personal revenge, the frustration of living under Israeli 
occupation, and envy for the prosperous Israeli style of life. 
 
Category: Parenting 
 
Title:  Push for Parenting: A Conversation with Bill Cosby   
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/21/05, 8pm 
Description:  Actor and educator Bill Cosby sparked furious debate with the comments on 
parental responsibility he made in Washington DC on May 17, 2005. He was speaking at the 
50th Anniversary celebrations of the Brown vs. Board of Education court ruling. In the media 
churn that followed, some called his opinions recklessly inflammatory while others applauded 



him as right on target. He insists his call for "parent power" is in response to the degeneration of 
low-income African-Americans. He believes that lack of education, parental irresponsibility and 
the tendency to blame law enforcement for their plight has contributed to the current degradation 
in their lives. This has in turn led to the proliferation of violence, drugs and high dropout rates. 
Mr. Cosby continued to defend his position passionately at the 33rd Annual Conference of the 
Rainbow/Push Coalition and Citizenship Education Fund. Moderated by Harvard Law School 
professor Dr. Charles Ogletree Jr., the forum also featured spirited comments and vignettes from 
Rev. Jesse Jackson Jr. from his work with students, inmates and parents. 
 
Category: Religion 
 
Title:  Religion & Ethics Newsweekly 818 – A Look Ahead to Year 2005 /  
          Reverend Lon Solom    
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/2/05, 9am 
Description:  Bob Abernethy hosts a roundtable discussion of the news stories expected to 
make headlines in the coming year; Lucky Severson talks with Reverend Lon Solomon about his 
ministry and his ambitious efforts to bring Christianity into the lives of others. 
 
Title:  Religion & Ethics Newsweekly 819 – Tsunami Relief / God TV and China  

/ The Compassion Center    
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 9am 
Description: Bob Abernethy talks with Jules Frost from World Vision about the challenges 
facing relief organizations in providing aid to tsunami victims; Lucky Severson reports on the 
controversy - and challenges - facing Christian broadcast organizations in Hong Kong and 
China's mainland; Judy Valente goes behind-the-scenes at the Compassion Center in 
Bloomington, Illinois, for a look at how church and community are working together to help the 
homeless. 
 
Title:  Religion & Ethics Newsweekly 823 – Religion and the Second Term / 

Abstinence-Only Sex Education  
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/5/03, 9am 
Description: Kim Lawton talks with religious leaders about their political hopes and concerns 
during the President's second term in office; Lucky Severson looks at the controversy 
surrounding the teaching of federally-funded abstinence-only sex education in America's 
schools. 
  
Title:  Religion & Ethics Newsweekly 824 – U.S. Supreme Court and the  

Ten Commandments / Religion 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/13/05, 9am 
Description: Tim O'Brien examines two cases pending before the U.S. Supreme Court that 
address whether states displaying the Ten Commandments are in violation of the First 
Amendment's "establishment of religion" clause; Betty Rollin looks at Internet matchmaking 



sites that are helping religious singles find their soul mates online; Richard Townsend, curator at 
the Art Institute of Chicago, describes the spiritual themes and symbolism of works featured in 
the special exhibition, "Hero, Hawk and Open Hand." 
                                           
Title:  This Far By Faith: African-American Spiritual Journey 101 –  

There Is A River/God Is A Negro          
Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 2/13/05, 3pm 
Description: "There Is a River" begins with the stories of Sojourner Truth and Denmark Vesey. 
Both were born into slavery, and both used the Gospel to shape their identities; however, both 
use their voices in very different ways - on chooses retribution and the other, engagement. "God 
Is a Negro" takes place after Emancipation, when minister-turned journalist Henry McNeal 
Turner uses the black church to engage black people in the political realm. Denied access to the 
institutions of society at large, black religious communities found and maintain their own 
grammar schools, universities, banks, insurance companies, printing presses, nursing homes and 
hospitals. 
 
Title:  Religion & Ethics Newsweekly 825 – Church Hip-Hop / Tniv Bible Translation 

/Tibetan New 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/20/05, 9am 
Description: Bob Faw provides a behind-the-scenes look at a special "hip-hop" worship 
experience designed to reach out to inner-city youth; Kim Lawton explores the controversy over 
a new contemporary language translation of the Bible; Kalden Lodoe from the Tibetan 
Meditation Center in Frederick, Maryland, describes the spiritual relevance of "Losar" - the 
Tibetan New Year. 
 
Title:  Enduring Faith          
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 2/28/05, 8pm 
Description:   Viewed through the prism of the Josephite Society an English missionary group 
that came to America in 1871 to "service the spiritual needs" of the recently emancipated slaves 
ENDURING FAITH sheds light on this little-known and rarely discussed chapter in history. 
Narrated by actor Andr‚ Braugher (Homicide: Life on the Streets, Gideon's Crossing), the 
program reveals the triumphs and sorrows of the movement that sought to legitimize the 
ordination of black priests while exploring the role of the black clergy in relation to the racial 
strife in the United States. 
   
 
Category: Science & Technology 
 
Title:  Closer to Truth: Science, Meaning and the Future 301 –   
          Is Science Fiction Science? 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/2/05, 9:30am 



Description: Science fiction is really a look at human history, society and even human nature.  
Three authors of popular science fiction - Michael Crichton, author of Jurassic Park, The Lost 
World, Sphere, The Andromeda Strain, creator of "ER" and a medical doctor; David Brin, author 
of Kiln People, The Postman, Earth and a Ph.D. in space science; and Octavia Butler, author of 
Survivor, Parable of the Sower, Parable of the Talents (Nebula Award) and a MacArthur Fellow 
- spar over exactly how science fiction is constrained by known science and then question the 
value of science fiction. 
 
Title:  Closer to Truth: Science, Meaning and the Future 306 –  

How Does Order Arise in the Universe?               
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate:  1/23/05, 9:30am 
Description: Two Nobel laureates - a biologist and a physicist - take on the big questions.  
Murray Gell-Mann, Nobel laureate in physics, emeritus professor of physics, California Institute 
of Technology, and author, The Quark and the Jaguar: Adventures in the Simple and the 
Complex; and David Baltimore, Nobel laureate in physiology/medicine; professor of biology at 
California Institute of Technology, chairman of AIDS Vaccine Research Committee at NIH and 
founding director, Whitehead Institute for Biological Research at MIT, explore one of the 
greatest challenges facing science at the beginning of the 21st century: How do scientists account 
for the evolution of the universe when they know that the universe relentlessly moves towards a 
state of disorder?  Both guests contend that much of the knowledge being uncovered today 
depends on a new set of trans-disciplinary skills that unify the sciences once again. 
 
Title:  Closer to Truth: Science, Meaning and the Future 307 –  

Why Is Music So Significant?                         
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/29/05, 9:30am 
Description:    From brain development to culture, music pervades the human psyche. Three 
musicians - a neuroscientist, a musicologist-dean of fine arts and an education innovator - 
discuss music's universal appeal and its importance to the development of human society.  The 
guests - Jeanne Bamberger, professor of music and urban education at MIT, and a pianist; Dean 
Robert Freeman of the College of Fine Arts, University of Texas at Austin, former director, 
Eastman School of Music and past president, New England Conservatory of Music; and Mark 
Jude Tramo, director, Institute for Music and Brain Science, Massachusetts General Hospital, a 
neurologist and neuroscientist at Harvard Medical School, and a musician and songwriter - 
investigate how music may affect brain development, whether or not listening to classical music 
can make people smarter and music's possible role in the development of cooperative action. 
 
Title:  Closer to Truth: Science, Meaning and the Future 310 –  

How Does Basic Science Defend America?           
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/13/05, 9:30am 
Description: A physicist, a defense contractor and a general link laboratories and battlefields.  
Steven Koonin, provost and professor of Theoretical Physics, California Institute of Technology 
and adviser to the federal government on civilian biodefense; Llewellyn "Doc" Dougherty, 
director of technology, Raytheon Electronic Systems; and Brigadier General (retired) David 



Herrelko, former vice commander, Aeronautical Systems Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base and former commander, Joint Logistics Systems Center take turns offering perspectives on 
the importance of basic science for safeguarding the nation, especially in the absence of a large 
standing army.  They worry that "anti-science," in the form of religious fundamentalism and a 
growing misunderstanding about science, threatens the goodwill that has existed between the 
American public and the scientific community since World War II. They all enthusiastically 
endorse greater funding for scientific research and proclaim an open, democratic society the 
greatest defense of all. 
 
Title:  Closer to Truth: Science, Meaning and the Future 311 –  

Who Gets to Validate Alternative Medicine?     
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/20/05, 9:30am 
Description: Champions and critics debate the standards of proof for Complementary and 
Alternative Medicine (CAM).  The panel includes Hyla Cass, psychiatrist; assistant clinical 
professor of psychiatry, UCLA School of Medicine, and author, Natural Highs, Kava, St. John's 
Wort, All About Herbs; William Jarvis, professor of public health and preventive medicine, 
School of Medicine, Loma Linda University, and past president, National Council Against 
Health Fraud, and author, Reader's Guide to "Alternative" Health Methods; Daniel Labriola, 
naturopathic physician and researcher; author, Complementary Cancer Therapies; and Wallace 
Sampson, clinical professor of medicine ( retired), Stanford University School of Medicine, and 
editor, The Scientific Review of Alternative Medicine.  As two practitioners of CAM square off 
against a traditionally-trained doctor and a leading public health advocate, their strongly felt 
disagreements center on a question of proof: how to tell what works and what doesn't.  For 
CAM's critics, most alternative medicine is at best "self-delusion." For its advocates, it holds the 
key to a better understanding of the "mind-body continuum" and more effective treatment for a 
wide range of disorders. 
 
Category: Self-Help/Awareness/Motivation 
 
Title:  Barbara Sher's Live The Life You Love 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/1/05, 11am 
Description: In Barbara Sher's Live the Life You Love, Barbara explains how to discover what 
motivates us, and reveals why criticism doesn't work as a motivational tactic. In Live the Life 
You Love, Barbara offers a new slant on the problem of resistance, revealing why it's so hard to 
stick to resolutions. The good news: The problem isn't laziness or lack of character. 
 
Title:  Barbara Sher's Map to Success                 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/1/02, 12pm 
Description:  In Barbara Sher's Map to Success, Barbara offers practical techniques for 
achieving success and happiness. An admitted packrat, Barbara shares her methods for dealing 
with clutter in a way that gives us the time and space to pursue our dreams. In Map to Success, 
Barbara shows how we can choose a path to a life that's a perfect fit by employing action 
strategies that turn 'impossible' dreams into reality. 



 
Title:  Keith Harrell: Attitude Is Everything for Success      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/1/05, 2pm 
Description: Keith Harrell is a dynamic motivational speaker and life coach, known across 
corporate America for his energetic and innovative presentations. Based on Harrell's bestselling 
book of the same name, ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING FOR SUCCESS is a three-part program 
filled with laughter, inspiration and a stream of audience-participation exercises. Taped in front 
of an enthusiastic audience, Harrell takes the stage to explain the three "master keys" to great 
success: the "eargate," the "eyegate" and the "mouthgate." In the first segment, Harrell shares a 
remarkable story about his personal dream of playing in the NBA. Later, Harrell addresses the 
difference between being inactive, reactive and pre-active. He concludes the program by 
addressing the four most powerful words in the English language and sharing his personal story 
of overcoming shyness and a stuttering problem with the help of his family. 
 
Title:  Barbara Sher - Creaing Your Second Life After 40      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/1/4pm 
Description: Barbara Sher, best-selling author of Live the Life You Love and It's Only Too 
Late if You Don't Start Now, shares her refreshing wit and wisdom in the pledge special Barbara 
Sher - Creating Your Second Life After 40. With anecdotes from her experience as a therapist 
and career counselor, Sher uses humor to address concerns about mid-life, emphasizing that 
turning 40 represents the beginning of a cycle of freedom - not an end to the prime of life. After 
viewing the program, the editor of Time magazine commented, "It's a stand-up comedy routine, 
but it set everyone free! You could see the relief on their faces!" 
 

Category: Sexuality/ Gay & Lesbian 
 
Title:  Keeping Kids Healthy 213 –  

Parenting Gay Teens: What Every Parent Should Know   
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/1/05, 9am 
Description: Your teenage son has just told you that he's gay - now what do you do? What if 
it's your daughter? What if your religion says homosexuality is wrong? Experts say up to 10% of 
all teens are gay, so any parent may have to face these questions, whether they're about your own 
child or the child of a friend. On this program you'll get answers from two kinds of experts: the 
professionals who work with gay kids and their parents, and the families who have lived through 
it all. Meet a Baptist minister from Virginia and his lesbian daughter; travel to Muskogee, 
Oklahoma, where a mother and father who were pillars of their community became outcasts 
when their son "came out". Find out what it means to be gay, young, and a minority in New 
York. Host Dr. Winnie King introduces you to these people and more, as she explores the social, 
cultural and personal challenges that straight parents and their kids face when the teens are gay. 
 
Title:  In The Life 1203 Movers and Shakers        
Length : One Hour 
Airdate: 1/2/05, 11pm 



Description: From Wall Street to center stage, this month's episode of In the Life focuses on 
finance, the arts, health, and the military.  ITL interviews Walter Schubert, founder & CEO of 
the Gay Financial Network (gfn.com), in the segment Power Players to explore the "2001 
gfn.com 25," a survey of the most powerful openly gay and lesbian executives in the 
conservative world of finance.  In an interview lesbian executive Shelly J. Meyers, portfolio 
manager for the Meyers Pride Value Fund remarks, "Sit's so important for gays and lesbians to 
start thinking about their futures." In Hedwig the Movie, ITL takes a look at the directorial debut 
of actor/writer John Cameron Mitchell, the award-winning musical film Hedwig and the Angry 
Inch. The gender-bending screenplay is about the desperate measures taken by a transsexual rock 
'n' roll singer in search of her other half. Worldwide, twenty-three nations allow homosexuals to 
serve in the military.  The segment, Serving Overseas, explores the experiences of other 
countries after lifting the ban on gays and lesbians in their armed services.  From the ITL 
archive, Hip To Hepatitis reports on hepatitis and provides information about the differences 
between types A and B, how it is transmitted, current treatments, and how hepatitis affects one's 
life and relationships.  Our closing segment, A Storme Life profiles Storme DeLarverie, a living 
legend, jazz singer, and male impersonator from the famous Jewel Box Revue.  At the age of 80, 
DeLarverie is still recognized for her steadfast advocacy for the rights of gays and lesbians. 
 
Title:  In The Life 1205 – Vital Discoveries                      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 11pm 
Description:  In this encore edition of "In the Life," Anatomy of a Colorado Murder provides 
in-depth coverage of a largely ignored brutal attack in Cortez, Colorado that resulted in the death 
of 16-year-old Fred Martinez, Jr., a transgendered Native American youth.  With the segment On 
The Road, ITL profiles the "forever on the go" lives of Karl Warren and Tom Walker, two 
openly gay truckers in Tallahassee, Florida who are committed to their partnership in life, love, 
and the workplace.  ITL takes a look at a gathering of elders of color in Griot Stories.  As a 
culturally diverse organization, The Griot Circle was formed in response to the needs of older 
African-American members from the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community in New 
York City.  The ITL Archival segment features OutMusic, an organization formed to develop 
and promote gay singers, songwriters, and composers.  In interviews and performances, 
singer/composers Keith Christopher, Nedra Johnson, and Tom McCormack discuss the 
inspiration behind their music.  ITL's Out & About continues with coverage of national and local 
events.  In Dallas, Texas hundreds of people come out for the annual National Lesbian and Gay 
Journalists Association convention.  In Alamogordo, New Mexico, a small library exhibit for gay 
pride month triggers local controversy. In upstate New York, "A Day to Be Gay in Sullivan 
County" brings out gays and straights alike. In New York City, the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and 
Transgender Community Center holds a memorial in response to September 11th; Wigstock, the 
legendary drag celebration of hairstyles comes to a close; and critics take notice of Broadway's" 
hottest couple" in the musical, The Producers.  In closing, Out Takes, ITL's new segment of 
humorous celebrity social commentary features writer Paul Rudnick whose screenplays include 
In & Out, Jeffrey, and Addams Family Values.  Prompted by remarks made by Jerry Falwell and 
Pat Robertson concerning recent terrorism, Rudnick addresses the absurdity of what Falwell 
called "a national sin." 
 
Title:   In The Life 1207 – Stealing Home     



Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/29/05, 11pm 
Description: In this month's episode, In the Life focuses on some of the many ways gays and 
lesbians have created space for themselves in a society that does not inherently make room for 
them.  Center Spaces - Center Spaces recounts some of New York's early efforts to create gay 
and lesbian gathering places – which in turn gave rise to organizations that helped shape the 
movement's struggle against oppression.  Odd Girl Out - The queen of lesbian pulp fiction, Ann 
Bannon recalls how that genre became an accidental lifeline connecting isolated women across 
the country to the budding gay community in Greenwich Village.  Maine Speaks Out - Although 
anti-gay discrimination laws were twice passed by the state of Maine, the Christian Coalition has 
managed to overturn both.  But Maine's advocates of gay and lesbian civil rights have created 
some effective new ways to fight for equality under the law.  Tale of Two Cities - Chicago's 
Lakeview thrived when gay men moved in and gentrified the area into "Boystown," but now the 
neighborhood's very prosperity is pushing its gay businesses out. A world away in Decatur, 
Georgia, the greening of America is cultivated by what is considered to be the densest population 
of lesbians in the country Xtreme Fiji - As the only openly lesbian and gay group of competitors, 
Team Eco-Subaru meets the extreme sports demand of the Eco-Challenge Expedition Race, an 
intensive all-terrain competition held in the Fiji Islands in 2002.  Out Takes - And in Out Takes, 
ITL' s commentator Harvey Fierstein walks out of the stage door, into the dating game and meets 
the perfect match. 
 
Title:  In The Life 1405 – Historical Blindness                              
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/6/05, 11pm 
Description: This February, In the Life takes a look back at LGBT life before Stonewall by 
exploring the lives and struggles of some of LGBT histories’ most prominent and important 
figures: jazz composer Billy Strayhorn, pianist Billy Tipton, civil rights activist Bayard Rustin, 
artist Romaine Brooks, activist Barbara Gittings, and much more. Singer Lesley Gore hosts. 
 
Title:  In The Life 1301 – Violent Opposition                                  
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/21/05, 11pm 
Description: In "Sehakia," ITL focuses on lesbian Muslims, one of our community's least 
visible minorities. From a variety of cultures that have traditionally allowed women little control 
over their lives and have excluded lesbians altogether, our four guests attempt to reconcile their 
religious, cultural, and sexual identities. In "Hell House," the Trinity Assembly of God in Dallas, 
Texas mounts its annual haunted house in an attempt to "scare the hell" out of its 15,000 visitors. 
By acting out chosen "sins" and sending demons to drag the "sinners" off to hell, the church aims 
to save souls and shape opinions. "Everyday Lives" joins Judy Shepard on the fifth anniversary 
of her son, Matthew Shepard's murder, and reports on the current state of hate crimes. This story 
also focuses on the recent murder of 15-year- old Sakia Gunn, an African-American lesbian who 
was stabbed to death in a bias-motivated attack in Newark, New Jersey. In "Learning Curve, "the 
administration of a public junior high school in Arkansas outs a young boy to his parents, 
preaches to him, forces him to read the bible, and suspends him for not keeping his punishment a 
secret. "Ich Bin&" explores an international success story: the political evolution of Germany 
from Magnus Hirschfeld's Scientific Humanitarian Committee through the Nazi era and 



"Paragraph 175" to a present day in which an openly gay man serves as Mayor of Berlin. In "Out 
Takes," ITL commentator and four-time Tony Award-winning actor Harvey Fienstein answers 
the three most common questions from his fan mail. 
 
Category: Social Issues 
 
Title:  Race: The Power of An Illusion 101 – The Difference Between Us                 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/7/05, 8pm 
Description: The first episode examines several discoveries that illustrate why humans cannot 
be subdivided into races, and reveals that there are no characteristics, no traits -- not even one 
gene -- that distinguish all members of one "race" from all members of another. 
 
Title:  Race: The Power of An Illusion 102 – The Story We Tell                                        
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/8/05, 8pm 
Description:    Ancient peoples stigmatized "others" on the grounds of language, custom, class, 
and especially religion, but they did not sort people into races. This episode traces the origins of 
the racial idea to the European conquest of the Americas and to the American slave system, the 
first ever where all the slaves shared a physical trait: dark skin. 
 
Title:  Race: The Power of An Illusion 103 The House We Live In                                     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/9/05, 8pm 
Description: If race doesn't exist biologically, what is it? And should it matter? The final 
episode focuses not on individual attitudes and behavior, but on how institutions leave different 
groups differently advantaged. The program makes visible the benefits that quietly and often 
invisibly accrue to white people, not always because of merit or hard work, but because U.S. 
laws, courts, customs and, perhaps most pertinent, segregated neighborhoods and racialize 
opportunity. 
 
Category: Women 
 
Title:  Speaking Freely 509 – Kathy Mattea                                        
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate:  1/2/05, 10:30am 
Description: Two-time Grammy winner Kathy Mattea ("Where've You Been?" and "Eighteen 
Wheels and a Dozen Roses") has a career that spans being named "CMA Female Vocalist of the 
Year" to being known as "Nashville's conscience on AIDS. 
 
Title:  This Is A Game, Ladies                                
Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 3pm 
Description: This documentary chronicles a season in the life of the Rutgers University 
women's basketball team in its quest to win a national championship. 



                                              
Title:  Welcome to the Club: The Women of Rockabilly           
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/9/05, 9pm 
Description:    In this eye-opening documentary we meet four of the most influential rockabilly 
women - Wanda Jackson, Brenda Lee, Janis Martin and Lorrie Collins - all of whom have 
survived a life of hard knocks and are still rocking today.  Unique American artists, they were 
queens of rockabilly, rock and roll's country cousin that had its short but influential heyday in the 
mid-1950s. 
 
Title:  Mama Africa: Growing Up Urban             
 Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 1/13/05, 8pm 
Description: Hosted by Queen Latifa, this 90-minute program combines three short dramas by 
some of Africa's most successful women filmmakers.  "Uno's World," directed by Namibia's 
Bridget Pickering, charts a young mother's rite of passage in a world of dim responsibilities and 
intoxicating greed.  Ngozi Onwurah's "Hang Time" tells the story of a talented young basketball 
player in Nigeria who risks everything and bets his future on a new pair of shoes. In "Raya," 
Zulfa Otto- Sallies explores one woman's struggle both to rebel against her respectable Muslim 
upbringing and erase her criminal past. 
  
Title:  Elizabeth Winthrop: All The Days of Her Life           
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/22/05, 9:30pm 
Description:  Narrated by ABC News' Jackie Judd, ELIZABETH WINTHROP: ALL THE 
DAYS OF HER LIFE is a fascinating look at the contributions women settlers made in colonial 
America, despite the strict social pressures of the time.  From England to the New World, 
Elizabeth Winthrop and other Puritan women exhibited remarkable courage in the face of 
tremendous adversity. In this engaging docudrama, expert historians chronicle Elizabeth's three 
marriages, the home schooling of her 11 children, her role as one of the first women land owners 
in the colonies and her negotiations with the Dutch in "New Amsterdam" to protect her land. 
 
Title:  Stop Crying In Silence 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/1/05, 9pm 
Description:   STOP CRYING IN SILENCE chronicles the moving journey of several Haitian 
women – all rape victims, who, with the help of playwright Michele Lemoine, produced a play 
about their experiences. The program documents their moving journey from silence and shame to 
powerful voices seeking healing and justice by following the development of the play from 
research and rehearsals through the final performance at a local community theater. 
Psychologists and doctors also discuss the psychological impact the events had on the women 
and their children. 
                                                   
Title:  I Was Born A Black Woman (Nasci Mulher Negra)          
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/3/05, 9pm 



Description:   I Was Born a Black Woman recounts the remarkable life of the first Afro- 
Brazilian woman to be elected to Brazil's senate. Benedita da Silva was born into poverty, started 
working at age seven, and gradually gained stature for herself and her community through 
education, faith in God and community organizing. Filled with Afro- Brazilian music, poetry, 
and dance, I Was Born a Black Woman weaves a dynamic tale of black Brazil and one woman's 
victory over racism. 
 
Title:  Independent Lens 410 – Heart of the Sea: Kapolioka'ehukai         
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/5/05, 8pm 
Description:  HEART OF THE SEA is a portrait of Hawaiian legend Rell Kapolioka' ehukai 
Sunn, who died of breast cancer at the age of 47.  Known worldwide as a pioneer of women's 
professional surfing, Rell Sunn achieved iconic status, not only for her physical power and 
beauty, but also for her high-profile community activism.  Through her feats and her canny use 
of the media, she left behind a larger-than-life story that was her greatest gift. 
 
Title:  Heartbeat to Heartbeat: Women and Heart Disease        
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 2/5/05, 9pm 
Description:   Emmy Award-winning executive producer Helene Lerner hosts HEARTBEAT 
TO HEARTBEAT: WOMEN AND HEART DISEASE, an urgent wake-up call for women to 
improve their cardiovascular health. The documentary reveals useful information on risk factors, 
symptoms and prevention of heart disease, while exploring the emotional impact of the number-
one killer of women in the United States. HEARTBEAT also addresses the need for women to 
ask their physicians questions and to reach out for support. Interviews with women living with 
heart disease include actor Lucy Lawless (Xena: Warrior Princess) and Kathy Kastan, president 
of WomenHeart. 
   
Title:  Proud to Be A Girl                     
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 3/5/05, 9:30pm 
Description:    Never before have adolescent girls been more in the spotlight than in the past 
several years. With the increasing importance of pop culture and a girl's place in it, young 
women are finding themselves in a peculiar position of influence. Despite all this "power", they 
still grapple with feelings of objectification and insecurity, and look to the barrage of conflicting 
imagery for markers of acceptance. PROUD TO BE A GIRL focuses on the dilemma of the 
modern girl from her own perspective, emphasizing the importance of personal empowerment 
and healthy relationships during adolescence. Three young women, as well as their peers and 
families, are profiled in this half-hour documentary. Emmy-winning producer Helene Lerner is 
the program's host. 
                                           
Title:  Make It Happen: Mentors, Dreams, Success         
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/6/05, 4pm 
Description:   Helene Lerner hosts MAKE IT HAPPEN: MENTORS, DREAMS, SUCCESS, a 
program that addresses the ambitions, hopes, fears and successes of a diverse group of women 



and young girls. A recurrent theme of MAKE IT HAPPEN is that no one succeeds alone, which 
points to the importance of mentors. Three compelling documentaries anchor this hour-long 
special, after which a forum of women and men share their insights, frustrations and triumphs in 
dealing with similar issues. 
                                                   
Title:  Women of Wisdom and Power 101 – Passages 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/10/05, 9pm 
Description:    WOMEN OF WISDOM AND POWER: THE POWER WITHIN challenges 
women to express their voices and become catalysts for positive change in the world. This 
celebration of female vitality combines beautiful imagery and music with eloquent interviews 
with some of the world's most fascinating and influential women, including Shirley MacLaine, 
Gloria Steinem, Alanis Morissette and Naomi Wolf, to explore a woman's journey into the 
second half of life. "Passages," invites women to change their concepts of aging and to enrich 
their lives by following their dreams. "Ageless Beauty" celebrates the feminine life cycle, 
explores ways to weather the stresses of mid- life and promotes healing, joy and gratitude in 
everyday life. "The Power Within" highlights issues of self-esteem, "the beauty myth" and the 
various definitions of female power. 
                                                  
Title:  Independent Lens 615 – Sisters of '77                 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/13/05, 8pm 
Description:    On an historic weekend in November 1977, 20,000 women and men attended the 
first federally funded National Women's Conference in Houston, Texas, where they caucused, 
argued and finally hammered out resolutions that revolutionized the women's movement. This 
program features archival footage and interviews with past and current activists and participants.       
 
Title:  Independent Lens 603 – Afghanistan Unveiled                                      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/13/05, 9pm 
Description:    Filmed by the first-ever team of women video journalists trained in Afghanistan, 
this uncompromising film reveals the effects on Afghan women of the Taliban's repressive rule 
and of the U.S.-sponsored bombing campaign. Leaving Kabul for the first time and traveling to 
rural regions of the country, the filmmakers present footage of women whose lives have been 
devastated by recent events. 
 
Title:  American Experience 1509 – The Pill      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/15/05, 8pm 
Description: The birth control pill was developed by two elderly female activists who 
demanded a contraceptive, women could eat like aspirin and who funded the scientific research: 
a devout Roman Catholic gynecologist who believed a robust sex life made for a good marriage; 
and a brilliant biologist who bullied a pharmaceutical company into manufacturing the 
revolutionary contraceptive.  Finally, in May 1960, the FDA approved the sale of a pill that 
arguably would have a greater impact on American culture than any other drug in the nation' s 
history. 



         
Title:  Independent Lens 606 – Girl Wrestler                                            
Length:  One Hour 
Airdate: 3/17/05, 8pm 
Description: Texas teenager Tara Neal insists that girls and boys should be able to wrestle on 
the same mat. Follow Neal through the last year in which state guide lines allow her to wrestle 
boys. It's a year filled with family conflict, pressure to cut weight and fierce policy debates over 
Title IX, which grants women's athletics proportionality in public schools. 
     
Title:  Daughters of Everest    
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/20/05, 9pm 
Description: DAUGHTERS OF EVEREST brings a unique flavor to a familiar story: the 
attempt to climb Mount Everest. In 2000, the first-ever expedition of Sherpa women to climb 
Everest was organized. This captivating documentary gives a close-up account of the expedition. 
To the Sherpa people, the ethnic group legendary for their unmatched skill in mountaineering, 
the mountain is a holy place. Mount Everest is Chomolongma, "Mother Goddess of the 
Universe." Ironically, Sherpa women have long been discouraged from climbing the powerful 
and daunting Everest, relegated instead to more traditional roles as homemakers or into support 
roles in the prestigious climbing industry of Nepal. The documentary follows the five diverse, 
charismatic women chosen for this historic expedition. Told from a woman's perspective rarely 
seen on Everest or off, DAUGHTERS OF EVEREST is both a dramatic, inspiring Everest story 
and an absorbing portrait of the Sherpa community. Special Jury Prize - Mountain Film, 
Telluride, Colorado and Grand Festival Award - Berkeley International Film & Video Festival. 
 
Title:  Independent Lens 408 – Bird By Bird with Annie: A Portrait of Anne Lamott      
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/26/05, 8pm 
Description: From Academy Award-winning filmmaker Freida Lee Mock ("Maya Lin: A 
Strong Clear Vision") comes this engaging portrait of the best- selling author and laugh out loud 
humorist Anne Lamott ("Bird by Bird, " "Operating Instructions," "Crooked Little Heart," 
"Traveling Mercies," "Blue Shoe"). The moving story of a survivor and an iconoclast, the film 
follows Annie through a year of writing, teaching and mothering.  Lamott, a recovering alcoholic 
and single mother who is both a born-again Christian and liberal activist, shares her unique 
insights on such universal concerns as loss, alienation, bad hair days, loneliness, creativity, 
motherhood, unfirm thighs, faith and the meaning of life. 
                                    
Title:  Jane Monheit: Taking A Chance On Love     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 3/26/05, 9pm 
Description:   Jane Monheit, the irresistible fresh voice in jazz, brings together the excitement 
of one of the world's great jazz festivals and the intimacy of a small-combo jazz set. Taped at a 
live concert at the August 2005 International Brecon Jazz Festival and backed by her own 
quartet, Monheit sings a dozen romantic standards from the glamorous era of the great MGM  
movie musicals. These favorites include "In the Still of the Night," "I Won't Dance," "Dancing in 
the Dark" and more. 



  
Title:  Speaking Freely 501 – Pat Mitchell                                        
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 3/27/05, 10:30am 
Description: Pat Mitchell, president and CEO of PBS, talks about the place of public 
broadcasting in the turbulent world of American television - and why Americans may need - and 
want - PBS more than ever. 
  
 
 
    
 
 


